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PM role – knowns & unknowns

- HMG structures and HLP structures
- Co-chairs and rest of panel
- Role and TORs/mandate
- What works and what’s envisaged
- Rio+20 outcome … and what it means!
MDG stocktake – score sheet

- Simple & memorable
- Powerful advocacy tool
- Incentivised measurement
- Quantified
- Deadline driven
- Unprecedented consensus
- Missing areas marginalised
- Limited national ownership
- Top down targets
- Perverse incentives
- Lack of accountability
- Masking averages
...and the world has changed

- Multi–polar
- Poor people in MICs
- Resource scarcity
- ‘The formerly rich world’
- Climate
- A narrative on ‘resilience’?
3 basic approaches to a post-2015 framework

- Roll Forward
- Modify
- Replace
Key dilemmas

- 7 billion or 1 billion?
- Outcomes vs enablers (or ‘causes vs symptoms’)
- More comprehensive yet simple
- Nationally owned yet globally mobilising
- New partners or old?
- Aid or development?